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At the age of communication, social networking, branding
by reviews, and hashtag influences, the risk of the social
movement, neighborhood-driven work stops, and
construction delay due to unaddressed social concerns is
increasing. If proper risk identification and mitigation is not
in practice, soon we will see the “neighborhood delays” as
a modern risk factor to stay. This Special Issue welcomes a)
Neighborhood concerns: Crime footprint, social carrying
capacity footprint, public goods footprint. b) General
public concerns: Migration footprint, class society
footprint, heritage footprint. c) Concerns on the current
mechanisms: CSR actions and eﬀectiveness, NGOs’
actions and effectiveness, SDG relevant projects.
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I encourage you to contribute a research or comprehensive
review article for consideration for publication in
Sustainability, an international Open Access journal which
provides an advanced forum for research findings in areas
related to sustainability and sustainable development. The
journal publishes original research articles, reviews,
conference proceedings (peer-reviewed full articles) and
communications. I am confident you will find the journal
contributes to enhancing understanding of sustainability
and fostering initiatives and applications of sustainabilitybased measures and activities.
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Rapid publication: manuscripts are peer-reviewed and a first decision provided to
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